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THE LO\MER BOUND OF THE MAXIMAL DILATATION
OF THE BEURLING-AHLFORS EXTENSION

Li Zhong

1. Introduction
An increasing continuous function ä defined on an interval -I c R1 is p-

quasisymmetric on .[ if

(1) p-'1<ffiffi=,
for all c and t > 0 such that [r -t,x *t) C I.

A well-known result due to Beurling and Ahlfors [L] states that the rrraP fn,,
defined by

(z) fn,,(z) : lla(z) + gQ) + ir(a(z) - 7QD),

where r ) 0,

fl10(3) a(z): I n@{yt)dt, 0(r): I n@-yt)dt, z:x*ia,
Jo J -r

is a quasiconformal extension of ä to the upper half-plane II if h is p-quasisym-
metric on Rr. Such a map fn,,: H --+ ä is called a Beurling-Ahlfors extension
of h. Beurling and Ahlfors proved that if ä is p-quasisymmetric on Rl, there is
a number r > 0 such that the maximal dilatation Klfn,rl ( p2. This estimation
has been replaced by

I{[.fr,,r] < 8p, Klf n,rl 1 4.2p, and Klfnl) < 2p

due to T. Reed [8], Li Zhong [7] and M. Lehtinen [3], respectively. M. Lehtinen [4]
even proved t}nat Klf6,) 32p - 1 for some r > 0.

In this paper, the lower bound of. Klf6"l will be examined. We denote

I{n :: 
^å1.{igt 

r([å,,]],

where ,5n is the set of all p-quasisymmetric functions on R1 . We shall give an

example of a p-quasisymmetric function h such that

Klfa,,1>-Qp+r)(, - å)
for every r ) 0. This implies the following theorem.
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Theorem. We have Kn> (2p + 1Xi -l/\fd for every p > 1.

This result tells us that the coeffi.cient of p in a linear upper bound of. K[f1r,r]
generally cannot be smaller than 2. This means that the above results by Lehtinen
are sharp in a certain sense.

By this theorem and the results of Lehtinen, we have

Corollary. We have lims*oo Kolp :2.

2. Piecewise linear quasisymmetric functions

To give a special g-quasisymmetric function, we need some lemmas on piece-
wise linear quasisymmetric functions.

Lemmal. Let E c [0,1], {0,t} C E,beasetof finitepointsandå: [0,t]--+
[0, 1], å(0) : 0, h(1) : L, be increasing and continuous on [0, 1] and linear on iach
interval in [0,1]\.8. If (I)is true for all x a.nd t ) 0 sucå that {x-t,t,n+ttlD
has at least two points, then h is p-quasisymmetric on [0, 1] .

This lemma is proved by Hayman and Hinkkanen ([2]).
Noting that ä is p-quasisymmetric if and only if f oho g is p-quasisymmetric

when / and g are increasing linear functions, Lemma 1 can easily be generalized.
to the following statement:

Lemma 1'. Let E C la,b], {o,b} C E, be a set of frnite points and
h:fy,-bl t [",4, h(") : c, h(b) : d, be increasing and continuous on [o,å]
and linea,r on each interval in fa,bl\ .8. If (l) is true for all r and t > 0 such thai
{* - t, t, r I t} n E has at least two points, then h is p-quasisym metric on [a,b].

Lemma 2. Let E c Rl be a set of n points a.nd h: R1 -* Rl be increasing
and continuou,s on Rl and linear on each interval i" R, \.8. suppose that (1) is
truefor aJI r and t ) 0 sucå that {r -t,n,fi+4nE has at least two points and.

(4)

Then h is p-quasisymmetric on Rr.

Proof. without any loss of generality, we may assume that n ) 2. For if
n : t, the condition (4) implies that ä is 4r-quasisymmetric on R1. suppose

number and .E' : E U {-A,A* 2x1} .

To prove that ä is p-quasisymmetric on Rl , it is suffi.cient to show that lz is
p-quasisymmetric on [-.4, A+2ar) for any sufficiently large ,4.. By Lemma 1,,
we should only check whether (1) is true for all r and f > 0 suchthat {c -t,c,
o + r) n.E' has at least two points. But we have supposed that (L) is true for .li c
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0 such that {r -t,n,r *r} O.E has at least two points. So it is suffi.cient

thatto show

(5)

(6)

and

(7)

for all j - 2,... ,,fr.

h(A*2rr) - h(*i)
h(*i) - h(2ri - A-zrt)

For any given r i € E , we look at the function 9 j(t) -
h(* i)1 l lh(ri) -h(* i-r)] . Obviously, when t ) ri _ max{ 1, t- r ill t

andifV'1(t)<0ast)ri,

h,( r, * t) - h(xi) <,^.(*.\(e) ,\y*vi{n)=ffi,<eilti),
for j - !r2,...,n. Since ä is increasing and linear on (o,,m) and (-*,rt),
h(x) -+ *oo as c + goo and ä(c) -+ -oo as ,t --) -oo. Hence

,IP-ritr):,IT- ffi
for 7 - !,2 . . . ,n. BV (4) we have

(10) p-l < rlp-ri(,i) < e, i:L,2,...,ft.

From (8), (9) and (10) we see that if

(11) o-1 <pi\)5p,, i:1,2,...,n,
then

(8)

j
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for t > max{1,r2t...,r,.}, and hence (5), (6), and (7) hold. It remains to prove
( 11).

Since n ) L, ri is positive fot j - 7,2r...,n. Then we see that {*i -
rjln jtxi *ri\ O.E has at least two points. By the assumption of the lemma, (LL)
is true. The lemma is proved.

For any s ) 1,, we define a function ä, as follows:
(12)

h "(*) :-

as r > 1,

as(1 +r)-t 1x31,
as -s(1 + r)-1 I r 1(, * 1)-t,

as r s -1.

We are now going to show that h" is an s2-quasisymmetric function. This
quasisymmetric function will be used to prove the main theorem in the next para-
graph.

Let E: {-1, -s(1 + ")-1,(1 * s)-r, t}. Obviously there are 3 x Cl : B
cases in each of which {* - t,t,* * t} n E has at least two points. We omit
three cases {* - t,o,c * r} that are on the same interval in Rl \.8. For all
remaining cases, one may check (1) directly by simple computation. By A we
denote [n"@ + t) - h"(a)] I lh"(*) - h"(r - t)] . Then we have

CaseT: *:(l *r)-', n*t:1. Then A:s-2.
Case2: u-t: (1+s)-1 ,, t:7. Then A:s.
CaseJ: r: -s(1*s)-t, &*t:1. Then A: (rr*s+1)/(s3+2s; and

s-2 < 
^ 

< 1.

Case4: s-t: -s(1+§)-r, sf t:1. Then A: (s +z)/(Zsz *s) and
s-2 < a < 1.

CaseS: a-t: -s(1*s)-r, c:1. Then 4: (2s +l)l@2 *s*1) and
s-1<a<1.

Case 6: a : -lt n *t: 1. Then A : (", +l)/Zs and 1 ( A ( s.

Case 7: a -t : -1, nlt : 1. Then A : s-2.
CaseS: a*t:-1, n:1. Then L,:2sl(s2 *1) and s-l <A < 1.

Case 9: c : -s(1 *s)-t, t *t: (1+s)-r. Then A :s-l.
case70: a_t: _s(1*§)-1, r:(1+s)-1. Then A:s-2.
Case71.: r: -l, o*t: (1 +s)-1. Then A: (r2*s*1)/(s+2) and

1(A(s.
Case72: a-t:-!,n+f :(1 -r)-'. ThenÄ:(s+2)/(2s2 *s)and

s-2<A<1.
case13: r_t:_1 ,r:(1 +s)-1 .ThenA:s2.

(1+s(r-1)

I :f * 
s)-1 * s-'(, - (1 +,)-')

| -r'(1 + r)-' * s3 (* +s(1 * s)-')
( -s2 *s(r+1)
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Case 14: a : -7, o *t: -s(1 * r)-t. Then A : s2.

case15: x-t:-1 ,t:-.s(1 +r)-r. Thena:s-2.
Therefore we have

(18) "-' s t'('J t) -, l"(1J . ,' for cases 1) - 15).
h"(*) - h"(u - t) -

Moreover, we easily see that

(14) li+ ?'!') , : r.r*To -h"(-a)

From (13) and (14), we cain conclude by Lemma 2 that Iz, is s2-quasisymmetric
on Rr.

3. The proof of the main result

The quasisymmetric function ä, constructed in the previous paragraph has

some special properties. Obviously,

(15)

(16)

( 1B)

ä,(0) - 0, h"(1) : 1, h,(-1) : -s2.

By a simple computatior, we get

fL-sfosZ
J, h,(t) dt _ ;iT,, J_ro,(t) 

at _ - 1 + s.

Using these properties one obtains a lower estimate of. Kn.
We denote h" by h and s2 by p. Then ä is a p-quasisymemtric function on

R1. Let f,,n be the Beurling-Ahlfors extension of ä. The dilatation of. fn,, at i
is denoted by D,. Setting €:oy(i)/",U), rl: -0r$)l§,0), e :o,(i)|0,(i),
we get

(1?) D, + D;l : 0((,,1, O" * b(€,rt,C)lr,

where
a(€,\,O : [(( - r)' + ((( + r)'] llz((€ + q)l

b(€,n,O : [(( + 1)2 + ((( - ry)'] llzeT + t)1.

From (15) and (16) one obtains

( - -tlh(-1): s-2,



BO

(1e)

(20 )

Hence we have

(21)

one obtains
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{-1- l,'o,
rt-r+ r1",

hence

1

- r, (nrt - 8s7 + 1 2s6 - 1 2s5+ l3sa - 1 2s3 * Tsz - 2s * r)'''

- å ( (zrn - 2ss * 2s2 s)' +5sa - 8s3 * 6s2 - 2s * r)r/2 .

t)dt - (1 + ,)-',

:o6$(rre-
:sz( (( i-1)'?

:å ((," - 1)'

It[oting that

hft\dt - 
s

\ '/ 1*s

s3-1ir r 
> t2 -s ands*1

,'+1.....-.-.=-:12 -s+1s*1

(r' - t)' +

(s2 + r)2

(#) ' :2s4 -2ss * s2 -2s *2,,

+ (#) ' ) 2sa -2ss * Bs2 * 1,

and

(22)

Setting P(s) : 5s4 - 8s3 * 6s2 - 2s * 2, one computes

P(1):3 ) 0, P'(1):6 > 0, P"("):60s3 -48s * 12> o as s ) 1,

Since P-r S 1, we immediately obtain

Replacing s by ,re, w€ get

I
s
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Some remarks; 1. The author suggested another piecewise linear quasisym-

metric function on R1 which is similar to Ir, in this paper but more complicated.
Li Wei and Liu Yong computed the maximal dilatation of its Beurling-Ahlfors
extension ([0]) and got an asymptotic estimate.

2. There are some other results on the lower bound of /fr. For instance,
ife > 1.587p for large p ([Z]); I{o> 3pl2 for every p ) 1 and lims*+oo Kols>
1.5625 ([a]); /(n > 8p/5 for s ] 7 and lima*1- Knlp > 1.765625 ([5]).
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